Our New Website Launch!

TMI is excited to announce the launch of our new website located at the same address: www.tmi.edu

Our new website is one of the many new and exciting ways TMI continues to “Evolve. Go beyond.” to meet the needs of our students and the greater Montessori community.

The focus of the fresh, innovative design is content delivery and user friendly function with an emphasis on making information available to you in a relevant and timely manner.

The new site is divided into four main sections, ‘Why TMI’, ‘Teach…’, ‘Admissions’, and ‘Job Opportunities’ to allow you access to information based on your own choice. The website will be updated on a regular basis, with news of programs, events and workshops.

We truly hope you enjoy exploring our new website. We would like to hear from you. Send us your feedback at:

* tmi@tmsschool.ca
TMI/TMS SYNERGY
The Lab School Advantage

TMI teachers-in-training work with TMS Children’s House students with ‘metal insets’. TMI intern teachers gain valuable skills that will assist them in their preparation for their classrooms. They acquire confidence in their presentation skills through a variety of interactions with the TMS students, including recess duty, visits to the children’s classrooms and visits from the children to see the lessons being studied in ‘real time’. This environment of mutual learning enhances the preparedness of both groups of ‘students’.

Through volunteer opportunities in TMS School clubs, such as choir, TMI teachers-in-training obtain first-hand experience of the importance of involvement in the school community.

An Elementary I & II intern teacher, through participation in TMS Choir, gains understanding of how young children use music as a means of expression. Making music involves physical and purposeful activity through movement, singing and playing. It seeks to develop mind, body and spirit, and is an expression of the nature of the child - joy, freedom and wonder.

The exposure and experience acquired by the intern teachers serve to strengthen their observation skills in direct preparation for their future teaching.
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